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When Lyoto Machida squares off against Gegard Mousasi in the octagon in the Ultimate 

Fighting Championship’s UFC Fight Night on Fox on Feb. 15, it might just seem like another of 

the many UFC events each year.  

However, years of strategic planning, forward thinking and a pioneering social media 

plan paved the way for the event to take place.  

The UFC’s social media presence – particularly on Twitter – has been an integral part of 

this growing business.  

UFC Social Media Manager Kristin Adams said, "It's because we're real. These other 

sports put together these rules and fines and penalties to scare their athletes."
1
 

The UFC has a unique way in which it uses Twitter in its business-to-consumer 

relationship. Instead of having a single Twitter account that controls the release of information, 

the UFC uses a three-pronged approach by using the president of the company, the company 

itself and its fighters. All three are unique in their own way and all have their positives and 

negatives.  

 

Dana White: An Executive’s Blueprint to Effectively Using Twitter  

 

Dana White is the president of the UFC. Generally in professional sports, the presidents 

or commissioners of the organization take a behind-the-scenes role in the administration of the 

organization. White, however, is different. He is the most visible president of any of the five 

major professional sports organization, which includes the National Hockey League, the 

National Basketball Association, Major League Baseball, Major League Soccer and the National 

Football League. White has amassed an impressive 2.77 million followers
2
, well above NFL 

Commissioner Roger Goodell’s 433,000 followers
3
 and MLS Commissioner Don Garber’s 

33,000 followers
4
. NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman, MLB Commissioner Bud Selig and NBA 

Commissioner Adam Silver have zero followers due to not having an account.  

White is a master of promotion – whether that is promoting the next pay-per-view or free 

show that Fox televises. One of his strategic moves throughout the years has been to use Twitter 

to interact with celebrities and turn them into ambassadors of the organization who will 

essentially promote the UFC on not only their Twitter pages, but their other social media 

channels, as well. One of the main reasons to partner with celebrities such as Johnson is because 

they are credible opinion leaders that the UFC can get to help utilize the spreadable media 

                                                
1 http://mashable.com/2012/04/21/ufc-social-media/ 
2 https://twitter.com/danawhite 

 
3 https://twitter.com/nflcommish 
4 https://twitter.com/thesoccerdon 
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model, which refers to the idea that people can spread content to others – generally for their own 

purposes and that they’re not being prompted to do so
5
.  

White’s interaction with Twitter users is not limited to celebrities, however. In fact, 

White regularly holds conversations on Twitter with non-celebrity fans. However, the way he 

interacts with fans is a double-edged sword. On the positive side, he generally seems humble and 

doesn’t use politically correct jargon when responding to positive comments from fans. On the 

negative side, he will have occasional outbursts and will call fans names when they voice 

opinions he considers negative against the UFC.
6
 Despite the occasional controversy, White still 

maintains a strong Twitter following, but he is walking a tight rope with his controversial 

Tweeting. However, considering the sport and its circumstances, the sometimes controversial 

content in his Tweets has proven to be a connector to UFC fans because it is not as politically 

correct as other major sports executives. In essence, White gives fans not only UFC information, 

but also an inside peak into a growing sport. 

 

UFC’s Pioneering Twitter Incentive Program 

 

In order to catapult the UFC’s presence on Twitter into the mainstream, White instituted 

the trailblazing UFC Twitter Incentive Program in 2011, a program that would essentially pay 

fighters to Tweet. UFC officials would reward creative and successful uses of Twitter by the 

fighters, who were placed into one of four categories based on number of followers they had as 

of June 1 of that year. Three prizes were given out within each category: most total followers at 

the end of the quarter, biggest percent increase in followers over the quarter and most creative 

use of Twitter. In all, 12 prizes of $5,000 each were given away for the quarter and continue to 

be given away each quarter, equaling $280,000 given away each year. During the first contest, 

fighters Minotauro Nogueira and Paulo Thiago saw their Twitter followers increase by 290 

percent and 301 percent, respectively.
7
 Since the initial contest, Twitter has helped propel several 

UFC fighters into the limelight. Former champion Anderson Silva has the most followers of any 

UFC fighter with 4.54 million, followed by the 1.07 million followers of Vitor Belfort.
8
  

 

When UFC Fighter Tweets Go Bad  

 

With so many UFC fighters taking to Twitter due to the new program, controversies were 

imminent. Consequently, fighters have Tweeted either racist or sexist views and opinions, which 

have earned them a fine from the UFC, a suspension or their contract terminated.  

                                                
5 Jenkins, H., Ford, S., Green, J., & Green, J. B. (2012). Spreadable media: Creating value and meaning in a 

networked culture. NYU Press. 
6 http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1597872-do-dana-whites-antics-help-or-hurt-the-growth-of-mma-and-the-ufc 
7 http://www.ufc.com/news/ufc-fighter-twitter-bonus-incentive-program 
8 http://www.tweeting-athletes.com/TopAthletes.cfm?CatID=200 
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UFC fighter Nate Diaz found himself embroiled in controversy after he posted remarks 

on Twitter. In May of 2013, fighter Pat Healy was issued $130,000 in bonuses for his 

performance in a fight against Jim Miller. However, that bonus money was later revoked by the 

UFC after a drug test determined an amount of marijuana in Healy’s blood. Half of that bonus -- 

$65,000 – was then awarded to fighter Bryan Caraway who fought on the same card as Healy. 

Due to this, Diaz went to Twitter and called Caraway “the biggest fag in the world” for accepting 

the money and later used the hashtag “#sorryasslittlebitch” in an ensuing Tweet.
9
 There have 

been several other fighters who have Tweeted either sensitive or controversial statements. 

Due to these controversial interactions, UFC officials, in April of 2013, released the 

company’s code of conduct policy. In part, it read, “fighters shall conduct themselves in 

accordance with commonly accepted standards of decency, social convention, and morals, and 

fighters will not commit any act or become involved in any situation or occurrence or make any 

statement which will reflect negatively upon or bring disrepute, contempt, scandal, ridicule or 

disdain to the fighter or the UFC.”
10

 Ideally, this five-page document would serve as a guideline 

for what was acceptable and unacceptable for UFC fighters. This was a solid step for both the 

fighters and the UFC because it gave both parties concrete parameters for behavior, particularly 

on social media platforms like Twitter. However, there is a little bit of a double-standard here 

because White is the one who levels the punishments to fighters when they write a controversial 

statement on Twitter. Meanwhile, White has one of the most controversial Twitter accounts in 

the sports industry. Who holds him accountable? No one, it seems. 

 

UFC Twitter before, during and after events 

 

The UFC’s official Twitter handle is also an integral part of the UFC. At some events, the 

UFC will turn over its Twitter handle to one of its fighters who will then live-Tweet that night’s 

pay-per-view event, which serves as a way to introduce a fighter and their personality to non-

followers. After the fights, the UFC will Tweet news and other information from the press 

conference.  

In between the events, the UFC utilizes its official Twitter in a social way. Instead of 

simply Tweeting out relevant news pertaining to the UFC, it retweets and will occasionally 

comment on the Tweets of other fighters. Sometimes, those Tweets are strictly UFC business. 

Other times, they are not. For instance, heavyweight champion Cain Velasquez, on Feb. 8, 2014, 

Tweeted out, “Barbie Makeup Appfgfh” with a picture of a cartoon Barbie wearing a blue and 

white dress with flowers
11

. Obviously, this sort of Tweet is not expected from a chiseled UFC 

fighter, which made the Tweet comical. He later Tweeted, “Hacked by my 4year old with that 

last tweet. Lol.”
12

 All of this was captured on the UFC’s Twitter handle and it gave insight into a 

                                                
9 http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1642219-nate-diaz-bryan-caraway-is-a-fag-for-taking-pat-healy-ufc-bonus-
money 
10 http://www.mmamania.com/2013/4/10/4209990/ufc-releases-full-code-conduct-policy-matt-mitriones-fallon-fox-

mma 
11 https://twitter.com/cainmma 
12 https://twitter.com/cainmma 
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UFC fighter’s world and that he is also a parent – a point with which many fans can identify. 

Essentially, the UFC’s official Twitter account has a distinct personality and serves as point of 

one-stop-shopping for followers who can not only learn the latest news
13

. The lone criticism 

against the UFC’s Twitter page is that it does not seem to answer or reply to fans, which could be 

considered a positive or negative depending on the point of view, especially considering the fact 

that social media is a two-way communication tool that provides customers with the information 

and connection they are seeking
14

. It could be good because if it was constantly replying to fans, 

it could give off a vibe that many fans are unhappy with the product and ultimately foster a 

negative atmosphere. It could be considered negative because the lack of back-and-forth 

communication between fans and the UFC could put itself in a position where it is perceived to 

not care about the fans.  

Summary 

The UFC has figured out its messaging on Twitter because it knows its audience. White, 

whose use of Twitter is controversial at times, is viewed as an executive who is in touch with his 

audience. It seems unlikely that his Twitter blueprint could be effectively reproduced by another 

executive in another athletic industry that is not mixed martial arts because the UFC is a business 

that revolves around beating people up. Meanwhile, the UFC’s Twitter Incentive Program is 

fairly radical, but something that should be adopted by other professional sports organizations 

because it allows each fighter – and consequently the UFC – to brand itself. The official UFC 

Twitter account does a solid job and it is easy to it has a distinct personality. Unfortunately, it 

seems limited to one-way communication with its fans, which could ultimately harm the 

company.  

 

 

 

                                                
13 https://twitter.com/ufc 
14 McCarthy, B. Marketing 610 Promotion Part 2 Winter.[PDF document]. Retrieved from class web site: 
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